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chala chinchilela jaau
devi mayakkala pah\h
chala chinchilela jaau
devi mayakkala pah\h
chala tarannala jaau
ai mayakkala pah\h
chala chinchilela jaau
devi mayakkala pah\h
chala chinchilela jaau
devi mayakkala pah\h
maiya thu\na re
maiya p\na re
maiya thu\na re
maiya p\na re
chala pah\h ni th\h
chala chinchilela jaau
devi mayakkala pah\h
chala chinchilela jaau
devi mayakkala pah\h
ho mayiya thu\na re
maiya p\na re
ar chal ki bingi bingi
ha ha... hure

maali ba\hla lai lai gu\hni
jahi phathi haranawani

maali ba\hla lai lai gu\hni
jahi phathi haranawani
he shivdevach n\hndi
maiya a\hnya vawara\handi

gham ga\hnu\h ny\hca sang
p\hik so\hnya\h ph\he
chala chinchilela jaau

sajhi bh\h\hara mah\h\h
kuk\h kastro\h\h ca dh\h
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